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Torbay is a glorious part of Devon  

and England, encompassing the towns 

of Torquay, Brixham and Paignton, 

sitting on the beautiful Tor Bay and 

next to the stunning landscape of 

Dartmoor National Park.



Whilst this is a magnet for 

tourists, and known to many 

as the English Riviera, it also 

hosts globally significant 

technology businesses 

operating in photonics, marine 

industries, nanotechnology 

and medi-tech.



The area benefits from a 
wonderfully mild climate which, 
coupled with the compelling 
natural environment, makes it 
a hugely attractive place to live 
and work.



Torbay is looking to the future and in doing that is reaching out to the cities, 

universities and communities that surround it to collaborate more, and think 

bigger, to make the most of the considerable assets and opportunities it has. 

Making the Torbay proposition 

more attractive means  

ensuring the three towns 

develop their own very distinct  

identities and roles: a unified 

and complementary offer.



Torbay is breathtaking, 

captivating, inspiring, 

characterful and welcoming 

whether you’re coming to live, 

to set up a business or chill out.



OUR  
TORBAY  
STORY



Whilst this is an overarching story of Torbay, there is also  
a story of each of the three towns; Brixham, Paignton 
and Torquay. Their identity, sense of place, assets and 
distinctiveness are important in their own right, but  
what’s equally special is when they come together as  
the Torbay story. Hence, the themes for Torbay reflect the 
complementarity of the individual towns’ stories.



The Torbay story articulates the distinctiveness, character 

and opportunities of the area, highlights what makes it 

special, what there is on offer and why it should be  

on your list! This overarching story consists of themes which 

are pillars and chapters of the story and a big idea that is 

the emotional purpose for the place. They represent what 

needs to be focused on for Torbay to prosper. The theme 

areas combine elements that are already important in the 

area alongside the potential of the place and lesser-known 

ingredients of the Torbay experience.



TECH  
BY THE  
BAY





For many the big surprise of 

Torbay is that it’s home to a 

myriad of amazing tech businesses 

scattered across the glorious 

natural environment; indeed many 

are located here because of it. 



There aren’t any manufacturing 
plants or massive distribution 
centres; business in Torbay 
is about knowledge, where 
the only thing that’s big is the 
thinking, an economy based on 
ideas, innovation, thinking and 
ingenuity where ‘small’ is big  
and beautiful! 

Yet many of these companies are globally significant, 
undertaking specialist research and pushing the boundaries in 

the science of light (photonics) with applications used by us all 

every day: environmental services, marine engineering, green 

technology and water testing to name but a few.



Torbay aims to grow its relationships 
with regional universities to extend 
these specialisms, with a particular 
priority of encouraging start-up 
businesses attracted by current clusters 
but also the environment to live and 
work in. 



Nothing is more stimulating for fresh thinking than a wild 

swim in the morning, watching the sunrise, canoeing to 

work or strolling across Dartmoor; Torbay has it all for a 

new approach to living and working.

Why wouldn’t you want to 

check emails at ease under 

cloudless skies, surf by the sea 

not on it or meet by the marina; 

now that is living and working 

the dream!



THE HUB 
FOR ACTIVE 
ADVENTURERS



Now, more than ever, there is a real focus 
on health and especially mental health as 
people re-evaluate increasingly pressurised 
lives, reconsider personal priorities, 
prioritise friends and family and search for 
space and greater contentment. 



The Torbay story is about 

a connection with nature 

where you can explore the 

environment and yourself 

whilst being healthy;  

the options are endless. 

The Bay itself is a beautiful, blue playground where you can 

go ‘full on’ adrenaline adventurer by jet skiing, water skiing, 

coasteering, scuba diving or daring to ride one of the UK’s 

fastest RIB, the Raptor! Of course, you can take it easier by 

canoeing, kayaking, paddleboarding, wild swimming, sailing 

- or how about sunbathing as you’ll need a rest!



Don’t forget that 
the amazing blue 
environment has an 
equally splendid  
green one in the 
surrounding area. 



From Berry Head National Nature Reserve 

to Dartmoor National Park to Cockington 

Country Park, to the enticing Devon 

countryside you can pull on your boots, go 

for a run, a cycle or mountain bike ride for  

20 minutes or 20 miles. 

The combination of active 
experiences on offer 
provides a celebration of 
outdoor enjoyment for all 
ages and abilities. 



THE BIG IDEA  
FOR TORBAY



The Big Idea is 
an emotional 
and behavioural 
statement of intent 
for Torbay and sits 
above and alongside  
the themes. 



It projects what the place is about,  
what it stands for and what is 
important. This isn’t a strap line or 
marketing message, rather it is a 
‘strategic signature’ for the area. 

By changing the thinking, doing 

things differently, Torbay can better 

utilise its assets: radiating influence, 

building confidence, cultivating and 

encouraging strong leadership, 

developing new relationships, 

bringing business and place together.



TORBAY:  
THE PREMIER 
MARINE AND 
NATURAL 
EXPERIENCE



Torbay is the sparkling bay, 
the majestic coastline, the 
complementary communities  
- but it is also Dartmoor,  
the Devon countryside and  
the city relationships of Exeter  
and Plymouth;
a collection of enthralling experiences. The sense of place 

of Torbay is greater than the sum of the parts and has to be 

‘premier’ in every way with the natural environment setting a 

very high bar. 



This is a place rich in texture: of varied assets from craft 

and creativity to fishing and food; from photonics to 
pier and beach; from Agatha Christie to the UNESCO 

Geopark; from active sports to events and festivals. This 

outstanding marine and natural experience is as important 

for attracting, retaining and growing leading edge tech 

businesses as it is for bringing visitors to the area and 

being a place where people want to live; 

this is why Torbay is 
chosen by so many. 



BRIXHAM





As you approach from the sea you’re 

met with a view of fantastically painted 

houses, a visual emblem of this 

quirky, quaint and characterful place. 

Around the town you can enjoy the 

best in seafood from fish and chips to 
memorable restaurant meals, knowing 

that the provenance of the product is 

literally right next to you. 

Brixham is a wonderful 

and colourful collision  

of creativity, craft, food  

and fishing; a very  

special place. 



This is a place of glorious 
disconnects, epitomised by 
enjoying the best in gourmet 
seafood whilst watching fish 
being landed in one of the busiest 
fishing ports in the UK;  
an industrially inspired, quality 
dining experience.



There is potential to deliver more activity of this type, 
to improve the public realm to do so and reinforce the 
creative credentials of the town. Indeed, it’s fantastic to 
find artists’ studios and browse through arts and crafts 
shops which all feel a natural part of Brixham.

From art and craft markets 

to events and festivals such 

as Brixfest, Brixham comes 

together as a community but  

one that welcomes others to 

enjoy the experience it offers. 



There’s no doubt that the harbour 

and fish market are the beating heart 
of the town; it is the most important 

fishing port in England and Wales with 
a history of this industry going back 

to the 14th century. In recent times 

the fish market has benefitted from 
a major regeneration and there are 

hopes for further expansion. 



However, there are other aspects of creativity to be found 
in the businesses within Brixham Laboratory, a science 
and technology-based hub sitting right next to the sea. 
Here there are leading edge companies in the fields of 
marine, environmental, photonics and water quality. 
Brixham is a compelling collection of experiences.



BRIXHAM IS A 

CREATIVE,  

FOOD AND  

FISHING FUSION



PAIGNTON





Paignton is the classic British seaside town 
and aspires to be the best bucket and spade 
experience anywhere. 

It boasts a beautiful sandy 

beach, brightly coloured 

beach huts, a promenade 

you want to walk along and 

a pier you just have to get to 

the end of! 



There are plenty of shops and places to eat just a few minutes from 

the seafront; Paignton is accessible, compact and easy going.  

Right next to the beach is family friendly fun at the Geoplay Park 

where all you see are smiles and all you hear is laughter as young 

and old spend time together; something we all appreciate so much. 

The sparkling water is so 

attractive for water-based 

activity and the special 

climate, along with exotic 

palm trees, make it feel like 

a real place of escape.



Paignton isn’t complicated or trying to be something it isn’t,  

it offers traditional values and great value to the best standard 

it can and people love that. This is an investable proposition 

too as the new hotels demonstrate. With the nearby Zoo, 
steam train, refurbishment of the famous Picture House  

(the oldest surviving cinema in Europe) and potential for more 

food and drink brands, it just needs to package it all up and 

deliver fun and frolics by the sea.



PAIGNTON IS 

FAMILY FUN ON 

THE FORESHORE





Paignton isn’t just loved 

by visitors, it excites 

entrepreneurs, as seen by 

the cluster of technology 

businesses who call it home.

As well as right across Torbay, here there is ‘tech by the sea’ 

epitomised by EPIC, the Electronics and Photonics Innovation Centre, a 

purpose-built hub with laboratories and offices, but also research and 
development and product development facilities. It is home to various 

international tech businesses who find the quality of the environment, 
both work and natural, to be extremely attractive. 



There is a real desire to expand this aspect of 

the economy as it doesn’t require lots of space 

which the area doesn’t have and it attracts 

high-quality, well paid jobs. Paignton, along 

with other parts of the Bay, can be a hub for 

tech entrepreneurs and start-up businesses 

with people who want to return to the area, 

perhaps from nearby universities or who have 

studied at the renowned South Devon College. 

There are clearly further opportunities to 

exploit relating to green technology, marine, 

working with the NHS Trust in terms of health 

and well-being and with the college for future 

skills development.



PAIGNTON IS  

THE CENTRE FOR 

ENTERPRISE, 

ELECTRONICS AND 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP



TORQUAY



Torquay is the best known of the 

Torbay towns and as a destination 

brand, the heart of the English 

Riviera and a premier experience; 

promenading to the marina it’s not 

hard to see why. 



From the inviting blue Bay to the gardens and galleries, 

to the harbour side cafes and restaurants and the 

surrounding captivating countryside, it is a place  

that inspires. 

Indeed, many have been 
influenced by its setting, 
ambience and lifestyle 
including author Agatha 
Christie and the poet 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, 
along with the thousands 
who visit every year. 
The location is also part of the UNESCO Global Geopark 

which recognises outstanding landscape, and coupled 

with a mild micro climate the attraction is clear to see.



The marina is the epicentre of 

the place experience and a 

place to be seen just wandering 

around admiring the yachts 

and soaking in the elegant 

atmosphere.



There’s no shortage of opportunities for food and drink 
from a seafood snack to a Michelin star meal, or you 
can just sit with a glass of wine and watch the world go 
by. This area offers many more opportunities, with the 
repurposing of iconic buildings such as the Pavilion, and 
potential for pop up shops and street food to further 
animate this waterfront experience.





Whilst there is plenty to do in Torquay and slightly further 
afield, other possibilities are a centre for creative writing, 
building on the DNA of Agatha Christie, a home for the 

Geopark to tell the story of the landscape and activation 

of the public space, it has a lot of stories to tell! Ultimately, 

Torquay is perfectly positioned to benefit from the focus on 
leisure and lifestyle so many are discovering, this has been its 

proposition for decades and it intends to retain and develop 

that brand quality and experience for the enjoyment of 

generations to come.



TORQUAY IS 

LEADING ON 

LEISURE AND 

LIFEST YLE BY 

THE SEA
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www.investintorbay.com  
www.englishriviera.co.uk  


